
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADITIONAL BANGLADESHI MUSIC AND

DANCE

Bangladesh claims some of the most renowned singers, composers and producers in South Jhumur: traditional dance
song form Bangladesh and eastern part of India. Kavigan: . Contemporary Urban music got popularity with the
introduction of American and British television channels and Hollywood movies. Recently.

This section does not cite any sources. By Joseph Kiprop. By the end of the 11th century, the Senas , who
were strongly Hindu, had gained control over a large part of Bengal. One person sings whereas the others
dance. With the establishment of direct contacts with other countries, the cultural scene also witnessed major
changes. They make their own musical instruments. Afterward, the Government of Pakistan relented and gave
Bengali equal status as a national language. The situation was worsened by an open declaration that "Urdu and
only Urdu will be the national language of Pakistan" by the governor, Khawaja Nazimuddin. As early as the
9th century, Arab traders had taken Islam to Bengal. Kavigan: poems sung with simple music usually
presented on stage as a musical battle between poets. The most colorful New Year's Day festival takes place in
Dhaka. It is usually celebrated on 14 April. All towns and most villages have cinema houses. The songs are
usually based on the story of Radha-Krishna. Hason Raja: devotional songs written by a music composer by
the name of Hason Raja from Sylhet, northeastern side of Bangladesh near Assam that was recently
repopularised as dance music. The countryside girls are in the habit of dancing to popular folk music. Please
help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Both vocal and instrumental classical music
is enjoyed in Bangladesh. Present day Sufis earn mainly from performing their music. Especially popular in
the countryside is jatra, a form of opera that draws on local legends. Bengal Renaissance The Bengali
Renaissance was a movement during the British rule in the 19th century when Bangladesh witnessed an
awakening in its culture, artistry, and intellect. During the s, production rose to about 30 films annually with
close to films per year by the s. But classical dance requires long practice. Here the artistes have a great deal of
liberty in performance; the basic form remains the same. Traditional sports in the country include Kho Kho
and Lathi Khela. In women, the traditional and main dress is the Shari, with young females also wearing
salwar kameez. They deftly whirl their sticks, moving them to the front or to the edges, then below their legs
or over their heads in time to the music. The Lucknow gharana is the most popular. Lathi dance Lathi dance a
stick dance performed throughout Muharram by teams of youths. Before the advent of radio, entertainment in
the rural areas relied on a large extent on stage performances by folk singers. The main figure behind the art
movement was Zainul Abedin, who first attracted attention with his sketches of the Bengal famine of  One
follower carries the bamboo on his shoulder; others follow him. In , when British colonial rule ended, a
downsized province of Bengal was partitioned into East Bengal and West Bengal. One devotee carries the
bamboo on his shoulder; others follow him. In their hands they carry bamboo sticks. The country has a diverse
culture that has evolved over time with influences from diverse social groups. The sweets are then fed to the
bride by all involved, piece by piece. The most popular game in the country is cricket with football coming in
second. It is performed on a canopied stage in an open field. Western Bangladesh, near the border with West
Bengal. Main article: Eid ul-Fitr A rural congregation for Eid-al-Fitr prayers As the most important religious
festival for the majority of Muslims, the celebration of Eid ul-Fitr has become a part of the culture of
Bangladesh. The making of elaborate kites from cloth or paper is a distinctive form of visual art as well. They
dexterously whirl their sticks, moving them to the front or to the sides, then under their legs or over their
hands. Folk Dance Video Folk dance has been passing down from generation to generation. A clown also
forms part of the troupe.


